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Research Background 
A core field of inquiry within architectural research internationally has focused on the development of place and 
identity through the agency of mapping. This creative research includes the synthesis of site-specific architectural 
designs from maps and surveys. However, the efficacy of this approach is constrained because to-date designers 
have merely utilized maps created by others using conventional survey techniques. Heathprint addresses a major 
gap in knowledge in how designers might produce their own maps by utilizing recent innovations in survey 
technology to conduct their own measurements of sites.  
 
Research Contribution  
Heathprint contributes to understandings of how geospatial information can be synthesized to result in new forms 
of representation upon which site-specific architecture designs can be formulated. This is the first application, 
internationally, of Terrestrial Laser Scanning as a means of measuring vegetated landscapes, thus expanding on 
knowledge on the applicability of this emerging technology. Furthermore, a new method of abstracting laser 
scanning data was developed enabling designers a new way of visualising landscapes.  
 
Research Significance 
The significance of the research lies in its demonstration of the applicability emerging survey technologies to a 
design method wherein designers conduct their own measurements of sites. Its impact is evidenced by its 
inclusion in: solo exhibition at Cullity Gallery, WA (2005); Paper presented at the Western Australian Institute of 
Spatial Sciences Annual Conference, Curtin University (2008); Paper presented at the International Federation of 
Landscape Architects conference (2006); the work also constituted part of the authors creative research PhD, 
(UWA 2008) 
 
